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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a useful natural language model
for improving recommendation systems using collaborative filtering al-
gorithms on ordinal ratings data. Since their inception, recommenda-
tion systems have evolved from simple user-business-rating matrices to
complex systems that can consume multiple dimensions. Using Yelp’s
competition data set, we explore extending these dimensions to include
natural language by leveraging a dual neural network architecture to
produce a new and improved star rating system which offers potential
improvements to collaborative filtering based recommendation systems.
1 Introduction
Recommendation has become one of the most important features in technol-
ogy products. Recommendation allows almost any product to be tailored to a
specific user, providing empowerment without requiring excessive investment of
time. Learning what users like is a key focus of many systems nowadays, ex-
emplified when creating a new Twitter account and selecting the topics one is
interested in. This new age focuses on more advanced systems that are able to
know our preferences as soon as we create our account. These systems ingest
our public profiles and learn what is best for us in some given context. Recom-
mendation systems were not always this important however. They were initially
limited to e-commerce systems [1], where a system recommended a small set of
products based on what similar users had purchased. Now they provide movie
recommendations, restaurant suggestions, and purchase recommendations, keep-
ing hundreds of millions of users happy and engaged. They have become a nec-
essary inclusion for any product with extensive listings, replacing manual search
with a form of content easier to digest. This allows users to focus their at-
tention on engaging with the product instead of spending time and willpower
exhaustively searching for related content. Products that make extensive use of
these systems are YouTube’s video suggestions, Amazon’s purchase recommen-
dations, Yelp’s business recommendations, Netflix’s movie recommendations and
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Linkedin’s connection recommendations. These products are large contributors
to each company’s respective bottom line, and are also heavily reliant on recom-
mendations that drive user engagement.







It is necessary for recommendation driven products to leverage some form of
data collection which then feeds and improves the recommendations produced,
but not all data is equal when constructing recommendation systems. Extensive
work has been completed on the impact different types of data can have on the
overall accuracy of these systems [2]. In some cases, the product that generates
data for the systems is inherently lacking in its ability to produce quality data
points, and as a result recommendations trained without feature engineering are
lacking.
A very common data point leveraged in these systems which is not always
of great quality is the star rating. Its ubiquity is a manifestation of its utility. It
is visually rich and intuitive, delivering insight at a very high data-to-pixel (or
data-to-ink) ratio [3]. For this reason, the star rating is pervasive in desktop and
mobile applications, able to present a spectrum of negative to positive opinions
on a product or service. Anyone can appreciate a 1 star as a highly negative
opinion and 5 stars as highly positive. The most common implementation is
an ordinal rating system that typically ranges from 1 to 5 stars. Because it
is subjective and simple to assign, star ratings tend to be ambiguous, leaving
users without context to understand what the ratings mean. A 5 star rating for
one user can mean something absolutely different for another. In other words,
if a measure of equality, also called parity, can be established between a user’s
preferences and the reviewer’s, then the star rating would make more sense.
Establishing parity in star ratings does not seem immediately necessary from
an algorithmic standpoint if star ratings are considered having a reasonable vari-
ance. Certain methods,like the Pearson coefficient, are able to eliminate the need
for parity [4]by factoring out major differences between users’ interpretations of
each ordinal star value. For this reason, star ratings in online reviews are not
assumed to require parity for an accurate recommendation system to be built.
This however is rarely the case, due to both the ambiguity that is often rampant
in star rating systems and lacking density in star ratings for each user or item
within a data set[5]. Our suggested alternative is a solution that feature engi-
neers adjusted star ratings using pre-existing user data to avoid these pitfalls.
2
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We call this less ambiguous star rating a ”super star” and it can be deployed as
an alternate star rating for online reviews.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 gives a back-
ground of Yelp and a description of its star rating system and recommender
model. Section 3 outlines the past, current, and future state of recommender
algorithms. Section 4 outlines the key data requirements for successful recom-
mendation engines. Section 5 introduces the reader to the set of problems Yelp’s
ordinal rating system has. Section 6 discusses the methods for developing the
extracted information from user and business reviews using Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and neural networks. Section 7 and 8 review the specifics of our
implementations within this framework. Section 9 outlines ethical issues related
to online reviews. Finally, Section 10 concludes by summarizing the relevance of
our study on future recommendation systems.
2 Yelp Background
We have selected Yelp’s3 star ratings and recommendations from a publicly
available dataset4 due to its availability and representative data quality. Yelp
has designed automated recommendation software that attempts to transform
user reviews into valuable feedback via recommendations on both the business
level and the review level. Yelp’s recommendation software looks at dozens of
different signals, including various measures of quality, reliability, and activity
generated by its users. Leveraging this data, Yelp outputs dynamic content for
each user to increase engagement and the value of its platform.
Yelp’s product is a popular platform offering a way to introduce businesses
to customers and customers to businesses. Yelp relies upon business reviews to
generate advertising, which made up about 91% of the company’s total revenue in
2017 [6]. The company collects business reviews from registered users averaging
all registered ratings to assign a score for a given business. The product makes
heavy use of recommendations by weighing reviews and returning subsets of
businesses a given user is likely to find useful. The goal of recommendations
is to increase user value and usage, increasing the value of Yelp’s advertising
inventory.
Yelp uses many features like location, context, time and user search his-
tory to provide the best recommendation for a user.[7] However, it fails to take
into account the abundance of information users provide in the text review of
the business. This information contains user preferences, revealing insight into
important features the user pays attention to. Our goal is to leverage the text in-
formation from reviews to create a recommendation system of the future, which
can highlight the benefits of extending to new sources of user preferences. As a
result, we qualify user ratings and achieve parity in the star rating. Our focus
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3 Recommendation Systems
The methods in which recommendation systems are built and applied are cur-
rently in an age of rapid evolution. The fundamental ideas and mathematics were
introduced in the mid-1990s to help users select the most suitable product when
given a plethora of options. The key idea that led to their initial development
was that the opinions of the masses would be a reliable filter to be used when
delivering results for an individual. In their simplest form, these algorithms take
a set of observations that include a user, item, and rating, and then leverage
mathematics to create a matrix of relationships that can be searched to produce
a list of new items that a given user may also rate highly. This past layer of the
recommendation system creation has remained relatively unchanged, with minor
additions for the mathematical variations being added. One of the most popular
implementations of this layer is the collaborative filtering algorithm. This algo-
rithm builds on the assumption that peers with similar ratings and behavior in
the past will also have comparable preferences in the future. We will focus on
this algorithm due to its popularity in research [8], usefulness in dealing with
ordinal data [9], flexibility in being expanded on [10], and the scalable options
for these algorithms made available by Apache Spark.
With the past decade’s explosion in computational power, data volume, and
algorithmic development, recommendation methods have begun to evolve [11].
Modern systems that can consume additional dimensions like location are being
applied in different ways to the recommendation stack, allowing increases in the
utility provided to the user by the recommendation system. These newer forms
of user data are often called implicit data, which can be compared to the rating
metric often called explicit data. The collaborative filtering algorithms discussed
above are still used in generating the final matrices that allow systems to deliver
a user’s result, but additions to these architectures are always being expanded.
We consider the new generation of recommendation systems to include addi-
tions that treat users and items as sets of networks with many possible features to
consider. These networks are being described as ontologies in popular literature
[11]. Separate from just a user’s past ratings, new systems can consider friend
networks, location, text data, images, and any other form of data analyzable
with data science.
4 Key Data Requirements in Recommendation Systems
The quality of a recommendation system can be heavily impacted by the data
passed to it during training. Previous research [2] [12] has explored the relative
importance of certain data characteristics when building a model. These char-
acteristics can be separated into two major groups, namely those out of control
of the modeler and those within the control of the modeler. The borders around
these two groups are constantly being redrawn as further research is added to
the field. Understanding where limitations lie and defining areas for possible
improvement is key to the facilitation of recommendation system improvement.
4
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Data characteristics that are out of the control of the modeler can create
large problems and place a ceiling on potential accuracy. A larger portion of
literature in the field [13] has focused on exploring methods that can move
problems originally thought out of a modeler’s control back into a space where
there is control. While development has been made on issues like data sparsity,
which is considered the most influential data characteristic on model performance
[13], there still exists a large portion of data characteristics that remain out
of a modeler’s control. Business level and user level variance are ranked as the
second most influential data characteristics when using collaborative filtering [12]
and as such is a focus of our improved super star ratings. For clarity, we have
defined important data characteristics for collaborative filtering success using
the terms data quality, data validation, and data volume. These characteristics
are generally established by the product or system that initially captures the
data. We formally define these characteristics as:
Data Quality - When there exists a beneficial amount of variance represented
in standard ratings data on both the overall level and user level.
Data Volume - When there exists an amount of data that allows for an
appropriate density of ratings across a majority of items in the population.
Data Validation - When there exists an accurate flagging mechanism in the
data that limits items used in the system to high quality items.
Products like Amazon, YouTube, LinkedIn and Yelp all aim to solve different user
problems. The result of this is that these systems each capture different forms
of data. The difference in these data drastically shifts the accuracy achievable
by collaborative filtering algorithms because there may be too much variance or
lacking density in ratings. Considering transformations and feature engineering
that can solve these problems for any given system greatly improves the accuracy
achievable and as a result potential user happiness.
5 Ratings Problem
We have noted how ratings data can be noisy, imprecise, or outdated. Over time,
user preferences and experience change. When a new user provides a rating of
5 to any business, it may be possible that the rating was a result of the user’s
limited exposure to other businesses. With time, the user rating for the same
business may change. A rating of 1 for a business by a user may be a rating
of 2 after a year because during that time, he may have had additional bad
experiences at other related businesses. These edge cases in ratings systems can
cause data quality problems which have few known solutions [10].
For Yelp, figure 1 shows the distribution of the ratings posted by Yelpers.
Almost half of the reviews were 5 star rated. Around 70% were either 5 star or 4
star reviews. So when using this data, rating of the businesses is computed as the
average of all the ratings for the business, its highly likely that many mediocre
restaurants will have good scores.
5
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Fig. 1. Yelp Rating Distribution Rating distribution of all the rating provided by
Yelp users
Ideally the rating distribution for a representative system would be a normal
curve with most rating concentrated in the average experience. Only the excellent
restaurants should have good scores and really bad restaurants should have score
of one. Some of the restaurants should be excellent and some would be bad and
most of them in the middle in the mediocre category.
6 A Primer on Neural Networks for Natural Language
Processing
Leveraging neural networks for natural language processing offers a set of robust
tools for transforming the high dimensional data hidden in text to something
usable in a model. A neural network is structured similar to the brain’s neu-
ral network. A neuron in a neural network is a simple mathematical function
capturing and organizing information according to an architecture. The network
closely resembles statistical methods such as curve fitting and regression anal-
ysis. A network consists of layers of interconnected nodes. Each node, called a
perceptron, resembles a multiple linear regression function. The perceptron feeds
the signal generated by this multiple linear regression into an activation function
that may be nonlinear. In a multi-layered perceptron (MLP), perceptrons are
arranged in interconnected layers. The input layer receives input patterns. The
output layer contains classifications or output signals to which input patterns
may map.[14] The result is a mathematical tool able to learn non-linear functions
from data.
In our research we leverage the convolutional neural network(CNN), which
are several layers of convolutions with nonlinear activation functions like ReLU
or tanh applied to the results. CNNs are mostly used with image classification
6
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because it works when relevant structural information is present in the input
features supplied to the network. What makes CNNs strong for image processing
also translates over to creating powerful features from text. CNNs are most useful
when there are a lot of features like pixels in an image or words in a vocabulary.
CNNs are able to achieve useful learning potential with far fewer parameters.
As a result, training the model is faster and requires less data as well. These
technical nuances allow our dual-network architecture to more accurately sort
and value the natural language text data present in our reviews.
A key aspect in achieving high accuracy using CNNs for NLP is selecting a
useful preprocessing method to transform raw text data to some numeric form
consumable by the algorithm described above. To achieve this we use the pre-
trained 6B global vectors for word representation (GloVe) 5 embeddings made
available online. Leveraging these word embeddings allow us to represent the text
data in a more abstract mathematical way that is more representative than we
could achieve using just Yelp’s text data. The GloVe embeddings are the results
of an unsupervised algorithm trained on large corpus of text. These embeddings
assign mathematical values to the English words in our Yelp data set based
on their complex mathematical relationship to all other words in the pre-trained
corpus. The result is a set of numeric features that represents our language which
can be passed to our CNN.
7 Star Creation Methods
As previously noted, the importance of having low variance within star rating
systems and having a dynamic modeling method that can adjust as users do
are key features in a robust recommendation solution. The end result should
be a measurable improvement in the recommendation model accuracy which is
robust enough to work as the underlying user behaviors evolve. To achieve this we
compare a default baseline method using collaborative filtering with a simplistic
sentiment model and finally a language powered cooperative convolutional neural
network. Representing these tiers of results highlights an important nuance of
applying transformations to star rating data. While certain methods may solve
the overall non-normality of an ordinal star rating system, if the method does
not apply transformation on the user and item level, then the variance still exists
and will disrupt recommendations. The goal of an applied method is to reduce
variance overall, normalizing the star rating so that results are more in line with
what are considered optimized [2].
7.1 Default Star Baseline Model
Our baseline recommendation model takes the default star ratings as they are
and uses the user, item, and rating matrices to construct a recommendation
model using collaborative filtering. This baseline highlights the weaknesses in-
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substantial portion of our user and business matrices. These data characteristics
are influential factors when it comes to recommendation performance [12].
7.2 Sentiment Enhanced Model
Sentiment is a simple NLP method applied to text which yields a quantitative
measure where lower implies negative sentiment and higher implies positive sen-
timent. Users leverage lexicons of words in a given language to dictate how items
are scored. During our research we tested a simple replacement of star ratings
with positive and negative sentiment. This method highlights only a single, yet
very popular, dimension available in text. This simple NLP method is a worthy
inclusion in our research, as it highlights the importance of normalizing language
within a context of ratings instead of simply within the context of language. Sen-
timent analysis achieves the later of the points, generating metrics based on the
language itself and unrelated to the business problem.
7.3 Natural Language CNN Model
Our suggested optimized architecture for solving the problems with ordinal star
ratings is a Deep Cooperative Neural Network (DeepCoNN) which includes a set
of independent convolutional neural networks that are coupled together in the
last layer, resulting in a single output instead of two different outputs. One of
these networks focuses on learning user behaviors by exploiting reviews written
by the user. The second network learns business properties from the reviews
written for the business.[15]. Thinking about each network independently is a
key feature of this architecture.
The first neural network tries to predict the rating of the review based on:
1. A combined list of all the review texts written by the user irrespective of the
business.
2. The current review text written by the user.
The primary idea here is, given the matrix showing how the user talks (all
reviews) and how the user is currently talking (current review text), ask the
neural network to predict the rating of the review.
The second neural network tries to predict the rating of the review based on:
1. A combined list of all the review texts written for that business irrespective
of the users writing the review.
2. The current review text written for the business.
The primary idea here is, given the matrix showing how the users usually talk
about the current business (all reviews) and how the user is currently talking
about the business (current review text), ask the neural network to predict the
rating of the review.
We have incorporated DeepCoNN using three different Neural Network algo-
rithms namely Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long Short Term Mem-
ory network (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). DeepCoNNs with our
8
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tested architectures are the ideal architectures for this problem space, where each
method considers and mathematically weights an important piece of language,
including both word order and word usage relative to other instances. Consid-
ering these factors within an architecture is necessary for producing a method
that properly applies variance reduction on the user level.
8 Results
Comparing quantitative measures popular in the space, we can verify what sorts
of improvements our enhanced star method delivers over the baseline and sen-
timent models. These include metrics related to the adjusted stars that benefit
recommendation model training [12] and mathematical measures of the trained
recommendation model. For measuring recommendation model success we com-
pare root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and fraction
of concordant pairs (FCP) across the three methods. Readers may be familiar
with the first two of the measures, which are simply values for the error of pre-
dicting incorrectly during regression. FCP is a common algorithm in the space
which leverages the distance between predictions to generate a value between 0
and 1 where higher is better.
8.1 Star Creation Results
The improvements to star creation are most easily compared when visualized
side by side. Readers will note that the initial star rating system, represented
in the left-most plots, is the heavily skewed ordinal system reviewed above. Not
only is the overall star distribution lacking, but overall user skewness is very
high. Applying sentiment improves the former system by normalizing overall
star ratings, yet does very little to adjust the average user’s star distribution
and as a result variance. When applying the final star method, detailed in our
section above, readers can note that normalization of the overall star rating sys-
tem is paired with a reduction on the overall skewness of user star ratings. This
highlights an important shift towards data characteristics more valuable for col-
laborative filtering methods [12].
9
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Fig. 2. Comparing Methods Comparative plots of overall user rating variance (top)
and user rating variance skew (bottom) across our 3 tested methods.
Another important view when validating stars is on the business variance
level. Reduced overall business variance highlights an improvement to a mate-
rial data characteristic. Having higher overall business variance increases the
percentage of businesses the collaborative filtering algorithm will have difficulty
with, reducing the algorithms overall confidence in generating predicted scores
for those items. The improved super star method greatly reduces overall business
variance by a substantial margin.
Fig. 3. Improving Business Variance Comparative plots of overall business rating
variance (left) and adjusted business rating variance (right).
10
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8.2 Recommendation System Results
As expected, our deep learning architecture achieves the highest accuracy across
the three major metrics in the field. [9] Also notable, the sentiment model per-
forms poorly on most methods, only scoring highly when it is certain of senti-
ment. This highlights an issue with simplistic sentiment methods where most
items are given a neutral rating that does not provide a large amount of useful
information. Our deep learning method is scored on out of sample data, reducing
the chance it has over fit on data trained excessively.
Comparing Metrics Across Star Methods
Metric RMSE MAE FCP
Default 3.5002 3.1455 0.5439
Sentiment 7.2618 6.3695 0.5502
NLP CNN 1.2199 0.9405 0.6080
9 Ethical Problems of Recommendation Systems
The architects of economically valuable recommendation systems are ethically
required to defend against attackers of their systems that may steal or destroy
value otherwise earned by the system’s users. Users are both businesses and
normal browsing users in the case of these systems. This ethical consideration is
necessary for recommendation systems to be reliable and trustworthy. Without
this security, users have an economical disincentive to invest both time and
money into trusting them. Where economic gain is available, hostile users will
always attempt to adjust the ratings of certain businesses, both up and down.
Many attacks in this area are designed to make the recommendation sys-
tem to work poorly. Over time, more attacks of this type have been developed.
A popular variation uses fake user profiles to influence average. However, the
integration of semantic information greatly reduced the bias injected by seg-
ment attacks. [16] This way we can infer that semantic information, as well as
a text of reviews in combination with identification of fake profiles (which are
already implemented by Yelp) can greatly reduce the severity of the attack on
recommendation systems.
However, the challenges of recommendation systems don’t end with attack
mitigation alone. Recommendation systems must protect the privacy of a user.
Malicious persons can easily locate a user based on the locations of the businesses
the user has reviewed. In addition, businesses can pose a threat as well in the
form of lawsuits for negative reviews from users. On the other hand, businesses
are subject to a form of blackmail to protect its reputation in exchange for
non-negative reviews. Clearly, there are threats to all Yelp stakeholders which
recommendation systems must mitigate.
11
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Adding more features to the recommender model may yield more relevant
recommendations but these features may support attack methods mentioned
above. User age, ethnicity, social network, health and dietary restrictions are
features that would improve the accuracy of recommendations. These are data
that are personal and should raise concerns for privacy. The overall goal of these
systems, as we have defined, is to provide user value, however blindly providing
value creates a robust set of ethical issues and weaknesses. The sweet spot is
to generate a system that considers attackers methods and adjusts over time.
For this to be achieved, data scientists cannot rely on one specific method or
model, but instead must slowly adjust over time based on how the environment
changes.
10 Conclusions and Future Work
Our proposed architecture provides a dynamic solution to many of the problems
plaguing ordinal star rating systems. It adjusts overall and user level variance,
increasing model accuracy. These methods also shifts ratings with changing user
sentiment, accommodating for preference shift on the user level which can be ex-
pected in production systems. It greatly outperforms the alternatives along these
dimensions and as such should be considered a reasonable starting point for pro-
duction methods that wish to deliver user value. When contrasting this method
with pre-existing star rating methods, our model leverages excessive computa-
tional resources compared to lightweight collaborative filtering algorithms. Con-
sidering the computational and knowledge worker costs of these methods are
necessary for future work and implementations.
Extending this analysis to additional open source recommender data sets
with ordinal rating systems and text data would increase validation of our meth-
ods. Validation in these domains should focus on the same data characteristics
focused on here, namely improvements to user and item variances as well as
improvements to recommendation system accuracy. A DeepCon architecture is
recommended and should highlight the variance reduction available given a set
of text data. Text data transformation is the key data characteristic that allows
this method to provide additional recommendation model value and should be
considered in future research related to this paper.
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